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SUITE 101: 965 GSF

SUITE 102: 1,770 GSF

SUITE 103: 596 GSF

COMMERCIAL SPACE DESCRIPTION:

Floors: Concrete floor with smooth trowel finish is included in the 
current scope. The concrete is designed to be left out in the 
majority of the tenant spaces to allow coordination of any below 
slab tenant work.

Walls: Exterior brick and/or CMU walls are left as-is and 
exposed. The walls separating the tenant spaces are either brick 
or CMU. Doors from tenant spaces for access to tenant trash 
room are included. Tenant is responsible for maintaining and 
repairing fireproffing during tenant build-out.

Storefront and Entrances: Aluminum Storefront windows and 
entrances are provided shown in the drawings with an anodized 
bronze/black finish. Door hardware is included with mechanical, 
keyed lock sets. Storefront and Entrances have been coordinated 
with and approved by SHPO and NPS.

Ceiling: Ceilings are double layered drywall to provide the fire 
rating between the commercial space and residential space 
above.  HVAC systems are exposed below the sheetrock and will 
be painted to match the ceiling. Color of exposed duct and 
sheetrock will be light gray. Tenant is responsible for maintaining 
and repairing fireproofing during tenant buildout. Tenant can paint 
the exposed mechanical systems to “disappear” into the ceiling or 
can install a drop ceiling to cover the systems.

Outside Patio and Pool: Is available only to residential tenants and 
will be locked off from retail tenant use.

HVAC: HVAC equipment is included. All HVAC units will be 
installed on the roof and the appropriate ducting will be run to the 
tenant spaces.  The tenant will be responsible only for ducting 
from the main HVAC already installed into the space.

Plumbing: Rough in plumbing for water supply, waste and grease 
trap are provided. Plumbing distribution to tenant fixtures and 
equipment is not included. Water is supplied from building 
common meter.

Sprinklers: An automatic sprinkler system (NFPA 13) is provided 
throughout the tenant spaces with minimum number of sprinkler 
heads required for open space. Tenant is responsible for 
modification of sprinkler system per tenant buildout requirements.

Natural gas service: A capped gas line is included in the current 
scope. Installation of meter(s) and distribution is by tenant.

Electrical Service: Electrical system, including electrical meter, 
will be installed with 200 AMP, 3-phase, 42 circuit panels with 
electrical meter already installed and operational.  The three 
tenant spaces may be combined to provide up to 600 AMP 
capacity. 

Electrical and Lighting: Only code minimum emergency light 
fixtures and exit lights are provided within tenant space.  Tenant 
may modify and add lighting as needed with appropriate permit 
approvals.

Tenant Buildout: Owner is also a general contractor and can 
provide all construction services to build out tenant space at a 
cost to be based on tenant’s buildout requirements.
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